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Abstracts

AMT-MAP; integration of ocean in situ, remote sensing and model data, for prediction of
decadal trends in ocean gyre ecosystems.
Jim Aiken, Bob Brewin, Francois, Molly, Luca, John, Stephen, Gavin, et al

Aiken, Brewin et al (2016) synthesised 20 years of AMT data for the NAG & SAG, in combination
with diverse remote sensing observations (CHL, PAR, SST etc) and 2D coupled physicalecosystem modelling (ERSEM-GOTM). These analyses were largely superficial, with no
integration of the diverse data types. This research presents some early-stage integration of the
three data sets, involving data mining and mixing data from the different sources. Preliminary
results show consistent functional forms of the relationships between the key biogeochemical
(bgc) variables, for all 3 data types, taking account of temporal lags, that provide insights into the
processes that drive the observed gyre characteristic properties. These results offer prospects for
the prediction of total water column biological structure from satellite remotely sensed
observations, which would enable forecasting the responses of stratified ecosystems to diverse
climate change scenarios. Multiple data sets and observed inherent complexity suggests the
analyses would benefit from machine learning or artificial intelligence approaches. The study is
focused on the permanently stratified sub-tropical gyres (STGs the NAG & the SAG) north and
south of the Tropical Equatorial Region (TER). There are comparable applications for other the
STGs (NPG, SPG & IOG), the seasonally stratified temperate oceanic ecosystems and the
seasonally stratified shelf sea ecosystems.

A biogeochemical model for the Kuwait Bay: an application to aquaculture modelling
Maria Amelia Araujo, Luz Garcia and John Aldridge
Kuwait Bay is an example of a highly impacted ecosystem. The input of nutrients and other
pollutants through rivers and anthropogenic sources of different nature, together with the particular
hydrodynamic conditions of the Bay, has impacted the marine environment, threatening fish,
human health and ecosystem function. The expansion of aquaculture in coastal areas is known to
be as one of the extra-nutrient sources into the ecosystem. In this work, a biogeochemical model
is implemented for Kuwait Bay, which will be considered as a baseline for fish farm modelling.
Delft3D-FLOW and Delft3D-ECO are used for modelling the dynamic flow fields and the water
quality, respectively. The model includes the most relevant physical and biological processes
involved, and is validated for the main physicochemical and water quality parameters.

Sea hazards on ships and offshore structures: waves, currents, tides and sea ice combined
Stefanie Rynders, Yevgeny Aksenov, Robert Marsh, Nikolaus Skrilis, Danny Feltham, Laurent
Bertino, Meric Srokosz, Alexander Korobkin, Dave Stevens, Tatiana Khabakhpasheva, Kevin Mak
and Tim Williams
The rapid sea ice changes in get Arctic have resulted in a decrease in sailing times along the
Siberian Coast from 20 days in the 1990s to 11 days more recently. However, navigational risks
along the Arctic shipping routes are still substantial. The emerging new state of the Arctic Ocean
features stronger winds and high waves, creating an environment, similar to the open ocean
conditions. The fragmented ice dynamics are not currently routinely accounted for in operational
models. Moreover, the critical loads due to the interactions between the ice floes and waves and
ships and offshore structures presently are not included as key risk parameters in the assessment
of sea ice conditions and forecasts. The study presents advances in the Environmental modelling
and Naval Engineering aimed at the development of predictive capability of the loads on ships and
structures to improve safety and security along the new-emerging Polar navigational routes and
for offshore operations. The approach is to develop model super-parameterisations of the ship and
offshore structures-ice-waves interaction, based on the Finite Element Model solutions for multiple
floating and fixed structures in ocean wave field in the presence of sea ice. These superparameterisations can be then included in coupled high-resolution, ca. kilometre scale,
atmosphere-sea ice-ocean general circulation models with the objective to advance forecast
modelling framework for operational models. We calculate total loads on offshore structures using
the modified "Morison" framework, including loads from waves and current and also dynamic and
static loads from sea ice, both static and dynamic. A global sea ice-ocean numerical model,
combined with a waves-in-ice module, allows us to estimate loads on offshore structures in icefree and ice-covered conditions. We consider monopole structures for shallow areas and floating
spar structures for deeper waters.
Maps of ocean and sea ice loads for the Arctic and the North Sea allow us to examine the relative
importance of different hazards based on geographical location and to predict the integrity of offshore structures and help assessment of the potential risks for off-shore operations. We
acknowledge support from the NERC UK Innovation Grant no NE/N017099/1: ’Safer Operations at
Sea - Supported by Operational Simulations (SOS-SOS)’ and the EU FP7 Project ‘Ships and
waves reaching Polar Regions (SWARP), grant agreement 607476. We also acknowledge funding
from from the NERC Programme “The North Atlantic Climate System Integrated Study (ACSIS)”
NE/N018044/1.

Bridging the gap between biogeochemical models and policy: examples for the UK and NW
European shelf
Yuri Artioli, James Clark, Gennadi Lessin, Tiago Silva, Sarah Wakelin, Jason Holt, Icarus Allen
Coupled marine biogeochemical models are ideally placed to support ecosystem based
management of the marine environment and to inform the development of new marine legislation;
however, their use is still limited. Hyder et al. (Marine Policy, 2015) highlighted the main
challenges to address this gap (e.g. lack of confidence, mismatch on key indicators/outputs) and
provided a roadmap to increase the uptake of marine ecosystem models by decision makers.
Here we show how some of these challenges can be addressed using simulations of the NW
European Shelf from the NERC/DEFRA Shelf Sea Biogeochemistry programme and the NERC
Greenhouse Gas programme focussing on two policy relevant topics: climate change and the
assessment of the good environmental status (GES) of the marine environment. In particular we
will quantify the emissions and fate of greenhouse gases (CO2 and N2O) from the UK shelf and
contextualise these with the land based emission inventory. Furthermore, we will show the ability
of the model to provide a comprehensive description of the GES indicators, to assess the impact
of anthropogenic activities on the GES and to attribute GES evolution to different drivers.

Users' needs for Copernicus marine model products
Rosa Barciela
The Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS) serves a range of model-based
products, including near real time analyses and forecasts, and reanalyses of recent decades.
Many of these products, especially those for the North-West European Shelf region (NWS), are
produced by NPOP partners. These generic products are likely to be of use to a wide range of
users working in marine policy, management and operations. However to be of use, the raw
products need to be of a sufficient quality, and accessible in the right forms to users. As part of the
Horizon 2020 project AtlantOS I have undertaken site visits to several potential European users of
the Copernicus NWS regional products for environmental and fisheries management, to explore in
detail their requirements and the key factors that determine the potential usefulness of the NWS
products. In this talk I will present preliminary findings on the factors that these users perceive to
be critical, in order to spark discussion among the NPOP community about key priorities for future
developments.

Understanding mixing in the Tamar estuary using an unstructured grid hydrodynamic
model
Michael Bedington, Ricardo Torres, Pierre Cazaneve
The residence time of water in an estuary and it's mixing with coastal water is an important control
on the biological processes which govern the pathways of terrigenous carbon into the ocean
system. To understand the spatial and temporal variability of estuary mixing in a UK coastal
system a hydrodynamic model has been set-up for the Tamar estuary and surroundings using the
FVCOM unstructured grid model. Boundary forcing comes from nesting within a larger FVCOM
model and modelled realistic river input. The model shows reasonable agreement in qualitative
and quantitative comparisons to observations both within the Tamar ria and offshore. Mixing is
being investigated both through the residence time of Lagrangian particles in the estuary and
through estimates of the integrated energy terms which can be compared for different sections of
the estuary. Initial results show a high spatial variability in residence times and that larger scale
mixing is predominantly governed by the changes in river run off and neap-spring cycle. This will
have implications for which processes dominate when the work is extended to include the ERSEM
biogeochemical model as part of the LOCATE project, a study aimed at improving the
understanding of land-ocean carbon input in the UK.

Accurate calculation of pressure forces using steeply sloping coordinates
Mike Bell & David Storkey
There are two schemes that calculate the net pressure force on cells defined using terrainfollowing coordinates by integrating around cell perimeters or faces. One scheme is a rearrangement of Song's density Jacobian scheme. The other calculates the pressure forces on the
faces of each velocity cell. The energy consistency of the original version of the latter scheme and
its good representation of bottom pressure torques are demonstrated. It is proposed to explore
both schemes within the NEMO code system, calculating the integrals around the cell perimeters
using a variety of local piecewise continuous polynomial reconstructions. Forms of the schemes
that use horizontal interpolation to avoid problems with hydrostatic consistency in the ocean
interior are also proposed. We present some results illustrating the need for and effectiveness of
the higher order methods and outline a code design that will allow a wide range of options to be
explored.

Ocean- and waves-induced feedbacks on tropical cyclone development
Nicola Bruneau
Tropical cyclones (TCs) are one of the most damaging natural catastrophes. Due to intense
destructive winds and heavy rainfall associated with storm surges, large waves and flooding, TCs
are a major threat to human lives and properties. Therefore, accurately forecasting their structure
and track is crucial to be able to provide useful warnings, to improve global resilience and to
preserve public confidence in forecasts. Although significant progress has been achieved over the
past four decades, particularly reducing track errors, cyclone intensity forecasts have seen no
large improvements and seasonal uncertainty of the performance still occurs in four- to five-day
forecasts.
Air-sea heat and moisture exchanges are two key processes in TC intensification and are directly
linked to ocean surface cooling / warming due to changes of mixed layer depth and upwelling /
downwelling. Therefore, ocean models need to accurately predict the rate and pattern of sea
surface temperature (SST) cooling and the upper-ocean characteristics more generally. Here, we
investigate through a set of idealised experiments two different physical processes between the
ocean and the atmosphere :
1 - The impact of wave-current interactions in mixing a stratified coastal ocean, before
landfall using ocean-wave coupled experiments as well as the feedbacks to a TC with
atmosphere-ocean-wave fully-coupled simulations.
2 - The impact of warm- or cold-core ocean eddies on the cyclone structure and intensity.

The Role of Artificial Intelligence in Ocean Prediction
Mark Calverley
Artificial Intelligence (Machine Learning) offers new techniques in both ocean prediction and end
user applications. The talk will explore, at a high level, what artificial intelligence is, focussing on
the three major techniques within machine learning; classification, anomalies and regression
analysis.
A number of researchers have investigated these techniques as a means to reduce modelling cost
or to overcome inherent shortcomings in aspects of ocean and atmospheric modelling. Some
examples of the use of these techniques will be explored including:





Their application in data assimilation as a means of compute cost reduction and to
overcome under sampling and other challenges;
Parameter forecasting such as water level using observations and model data, this will also
briefly explore incorrect georegistration of processes and how observations might be used
to improve model driven forecasts ;
Identification of processes to support forecasters whereby anomalies are utilised to improve
extreme forecasts; and
End user applications such as asset integrity and operability using classification techniques.

Coastal flooding events during unprecedented extreme storms - interim results of the
SUCCESS project
Michela De Dominicis, Judith Wolf, Kevin Horsburgh, Ivan Haigh, Jane Williams, Eddie Carroll
"Black swan" storms are extreme meteorological events that have not been observed, but that are
physically plausible. This is important to sample storminess beyond the observed range of natural
variability since our record of severe storms impacting the UK coast is short; we have only had two
extreme North Sea storm surges in 60 years - in 1953 and 2013. In this study, three real extreme
storms were selected and the atmospheric systems associated with those has been perturbed
using a well tried and tested forecasting tool (available from the Met Office). A surge model and a
wave model (Wave-Watch3; WW3), both covering the NW European Continental Shelf domain
(CS3) with ~12 km resolution, have been used to simulate surge and waves using the real storm
meteorological fields, as well as the dynamically modified ones. This allowed us to assess the
contribution of both storm surge and waves to coastal flooding, during the real life extreme storms
and the artificially enhanced events. The surge and significant wave height levels associated with
different return periods at the different locations along the UK coastline have been compared with
the ones of the real storms and their modifications. This will help to deliver understanding of the
impacts of plausible extreme coastal storm events on the function, resilience, design and standard
of protection of key infrastructure.

Marine Scotland Science’s oceanographic observing and modelling framework
Alejandro Gallego
Marine Scotland Science has an unstructured grid FVCOM model application for Scottish and
adjacent shelf and coastal waters, the “Scottish Shelf Model” (SSM). The SSM includes a coarser
wider domain model and a growing number of higher resolution nested models covering much of
the Scottish shelf and inshore areas. The SSM has been run for specific time periods, a
climatological year and a future (mid-21st century) climatology, and plans are underway to develop
a short-term forecasting capability. Such modelling efforts are underpinned by an extensive
observational network that includes the Scottish Coastal Observatory (SCObs) and our offshore
Long Term Monitoring programme. The latter has been traditionally dependent on moorings and
ship-borne observations along standard monitoring lines in the northern North Sea and Faroe
Shetland Channel, but we participate in initiatives trialling autonomous technologies (AUVs, ASVs)
and remote sensing (e.g. satellite and HF radar) to complement our established observational
network.

Marine Management Organisation
Chris Graham
The Marine Management Organisation (MMO) is an executive Non-Departmental Public Body of
the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra). The MMO license and regulate
marine activities in the seas around England to ensure they are carried out in a sustainable way.
This helps the government achieve its vision for clean, healthy, safe, productive and biologically
diverse oceans and seas. Responsibilities of the MMO include producing marine plans for
England, managing and monitoring fishing under the Common Fisheries Policy, licensing marine
construction, deposits and dredging, managing marine conservation zones between 6-12 nautical
miles and managing marine pollution emergencies.
Delivering this complex and expansive remit relies on sound decision making based upon robust
evidence. The MMO Evidence team is responsible for gathering the best evidence to support the
delivery teams and the wider “one Defra” family. Using specific examples of MMO’s evidence
requirements that may interest NPOP e.g. R009 climate change impacts, R110 temporal
variability, this presentation illustrates;






how MMO identifies evidences requirements,
where requirements are advertised (and how more information can be found on these)
how the MMO delivers to address requirements
how MMOs evidence needs link to wider needs of the Defra Marine and Fisheries group

This presentation provides an opportunity to consider MMOs 37 evidence requirements within the
remit of NPOP and how MMO and the NPOP may interact to improve evidence used in regulatory
decision making through Ocean Prediction.

Developments in sea ice concentration assimilation with NEMOVAR
Emma Fiedler, Ed Blockley, Nicolas Fournier, Simon Good, Dan Lea, Matthew Martin
The assimilation of sea ice concentration observations plays a vital role in the initialisation and
constrainment of models. Near-real-time observations of sea ice concentration from the
EUMETSAT OSI SAF (Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite Application Facility) are assimilated using the
NEMOVAR variational analysis scheme into the Met Office systems OSTIA (Operational Sea
Surface Temperature and Ice Analysis system; used as a boundary condition for numerical
weather prediction) and FOAM (Forecast Ocean Assimilation Model; used to produce short range
ocean and sea ice forecasts, and initial conditions for the GloSea seasonal prediction system).
Improvements to sea ice concentration assimilation have been undertaken as part of the SEDNA
(Safe maritime operations under extreme conditions: the Arctic case) project. In order to allow the
observation and background error variances to react to the interannual variability of the sea ice
field, the existing method of using climatological observation and background error variances has
been improved. Observation error variances have been replaced by uncertainty estimates
available from the OSI SAF for each near-real-time observation, and a parameterisation for the
background error variance based on the spatial variation of the background field has been
developed. Future work will also include the assimilation of multiple ice concentration data
sources, and of sea ice thickness observations for FOAM.

How well could Biogeochemical-Argo data constrain MEDUSA?
David Ford
Argo has revolutionised our understanding of ocean physics, and Biogeochemical-Argo (BGCArgo) is now extending the concept to biogeochemistry. There are currently around 300
operational floats measuring one or more biogeochemical variables, and over the coming years an
array of BGC-Argo floats will be established to provide regular profiles of oxygen, nitrate, pH,
chlorophyll, suspended particles and downwelling irradiance. In preparation for this, and to inform
decision-making around future deployments, a set of observing system simulation experiments
(OSSEs) has been performed as part of the AtlantOS project. To perform the OSSEs, the
MEDUSA biogeochemical model has been coupled with the global FOAM reanalysis system, and
the capability developed to assimilate 3D profiles of oxygen, nitrate, pH and chlorophyll, as well as
surface chlorophyll from ocean colour. The OSSEs test the impact on the system of assimilating
simulated BGC-Argo observations for two potential scenarios: having BGC sensors on the full
current Argo array (~4000 floats), and having BGC sensors on ¼ of the current Argo array (~1000
floats). This presentation will describe the data assimilation scheme and set-up of the OSSEs,
present results of the respective impact of the two scenarios, and draw conclusions and
recommendations.

A 3D numerical model to study the impact of CSOs and the water quality of the Dart
Estuary, Devon.
García-García, Luz María, Bacon, John, Campos, Carlos
Approximately 70% of waste water in England and Wales is collected via combined sewers, this is,
they collect both foul sewage and surface water runoff. When the amount of sewage and surface
water flowing into a combined sewer exceeds the hydraulic capacity of the collection system, the
excess flow in the sewage network is discharged in untreated form into the environment via
Combined Sewer Overflows (CSOs) with potential impact on the environment due to the release of
sudden high concentrations of a wide variety of pollutants, carrying bacteria and viruses, oxygen
demanding and toxic pollutants, chemicals, heavy metals, etc.
Coupled hydrodynamic-water quality models can help to evaluate the impact of CSOs by
simulating the transport and the most relevant biogeochemical processes that determine the
concentration of pollutants. Here, we present the implementation and the preliminary results of a
3D numerical model (Telemac 3D) to assess how CSOs affect the bivalve mollusc production
areas of the Dart Estuary in Devon (SW England).

AMM15: a new high-resolution NEMO configuration for operational simulation of the
European north-west shelf
Jennifer A. Graham, Enda O'Dea, Jason Holt, Jeff Polton, Helene T. Hewitt, Rachel Furner, Karen
Guihou, Ashley Brereton, Alex Arnold, Sarah Wakelin, Juan Manuel Castillo Sanchez, C. Gabriela
Mayorga Adame
Here we introduce the next-generation ocean forecast model for the European NW shelf, AMM15
(Atlantic Margin Model, 1.5 km resolution), which will become the basis of operational forecasts in
2018. The current forecast system has a resolution of 7 km. While this is sufficient to represent
large-scale circulation, many dynamical features (such as eddies, frontal jets, and internal tides)
can only begin to be resolved at O(1 km) resolution. Results from a 30-year non-assimilative run
using the AMM15 domain demonstrate the ability of this model to represent the mean state and
variability of the region.
Overall, there is an improvement in the representation of the mean state across the region,
suggesting similar improvements may be seen in the future operational system. However, the
reduction in seasonal bias is greater off-shelf than on-shelf. In the North Sea, biases are largely
unchanged. Since there has been no change to the vertical resolution or parameterization
schemes, performance improvements are not expected in regions where stratification is
dominated by vertical processes rather than advection. This highlights the fact that increased
horizontal resolution will not lead to domain-wide improvements. Further work is needed to target
bias reduction across the north-west shelf region.

Gathering user requirement case studies for ocean information.
Gus Jeans

A learned society initiative to improve engagement between users and suppliers of ocean
information is described. This was recognised as a key requirement, not being fully addressed by
other organisations, soon after formation of the IMarEST Operational Oceanography Special
Interest Group (OOSIG) in 2012. This quickly became one of the defining objectives and key
activities of the group. So far, much of this voluntary effort has focussed on organisation of the
Oceans of Knowledge event. This brings together users and suppliers of ocean information, to
explore a wide range of user case studies. Highlights from the first two events, in 2015 and 2017,
will be presented. Ongoing efforts to gather a repository of user case studies will be discussed.

Sensitivity of biogeochemical forecasts to initial conditions of nutrients
Susan Kay, Stefano Ciavatta
As a step towards seasonal biogeochemical forecasting, we need to understand how sensitive
biogeochemical models are to changes in nutrient conditions. We investigated using a POLCOMSERSEM model for the North West European Shelf. 15-month model runs were conducted using
six different sets of initial conditions: high and low nitrate, high and low phosphate, high and low
silicate. We computed the 5th and 95th percentiles of nutrients from the monthly values obtained
in in hindcast for 1991-2009; these were used to replace the original values in the initial conditions
file for January 2007. For each of the six sets of initial conditions the model was run through to
March 2008. We defined a sensitivity index that allowed us to objectively compare the effect on
each output variable of changing initial conditions of each nutrient. All indicators showed some
sensitivity to changes in initial nutrient concentrations, with oxygen the least sensitive. In general
the areas to the south west of the British Isles and to the west of Norway showed the strongest
sensitivity. Some effects were still visible in the fifth season - increased nitrate and phosphate led
to decreased production the following winter, increased silicate to decreased production. The
extent and spatial distribution of this sensitivity gives useful information for the development and
interpretation of seasonal forecasts.

Projections of marine ecosystem change in European seas in the 21st century
Susan Kay
Climate change projections at regional scale are becoming more widely available, for example
through the CORDEX project, but many of these are atmosphere only. Downscaled regional sea
projections are less common, and projections that include marine biogeochemistry are even rarer.
This poster presents projections for European seas for the 21st century, under Representative
Concentration Pathways 4.5 and 8.5. The projections include the entire European Atlantic coast,
the North Sea and the Mediterranean Sea, for the period 1960 to 2099. The model resolution is
0.1 degree (about 11 km), compared to a typical resolution in CMIP5 global climate models of 0.5
to 1 degree.
The physical component of the modelling system is the well-established model POLCOMS, and
the biogeochemical component is ERSEM, a relatively complex ecosystem model with multiple
plankton types and separate tracking of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus and silicon. The model was
driven at the surface by a regionally-downscaled climate model, and boundary conditions were
taken from the same global climate model.
The outputs show the scale of change that can be anticipated and allow the identification of
hotspots of change. Primary production is projected to increase in the Mediterranean, particularly
the west, but decrease over much of the Atlantic coast and the North Sea. The difference between
RCPs is larger in the Mediterranean than the North Sea, for both temperature and primary
production.
This set of projections will be used to provide information for fisheries and aquaculture managers
across Europe, and they will also be useful for marine spatial planning.

Improving the initialisation of the Met Office operational shelf-seas models – AMM7 and
AMM15

Robert R. King, James While, Matthew J. Martin, Daniel J. Lea, Jennifer Waters, Enda O'Dea

The Forecasting Ocean Assimilation Model (FOAM) is the short-range operational ocean
prediction system at the Met Office consisting of global, basin-scale and shelf-seas systems. In
2017, we introduced the assimilation of satellite altimeter observations (in waters of >700m depth)
along with SST and in situ T/S observations into our operational 7km resolution shelf-seas
forecasting system (AMM7v9). Here we present these developments to the data assimilation
component which have resulted in a >25% reduction in the RMSE of the sub-surface T/S shortrange forecast errors, allowing us to correct known model biases and significantly improve the
forecast initialisation.
We are now upgrading our system to use a new 1.5km resolution configuration covering the
European North-West Shelf (AMM15) which is capable of resolving mesoscale eddies, frontal jets,
and internal tides. I will demonstrate the impact of the observations in our new high resolution
system and compare to the existing AMM7 system. I will also describe some of the remaining
issues and look ahead to the assimilation developments planned over the coming years as we
introduce ocean-wave coupling, a wetting/drying scheme and improve the use of observations
throughout the domain.

Assimilating sparse historical data using large scale EOF error covariances

Daniel Lea, Matthew Martin

In modern ocean data assimilation (DA) systems it is common to use relatively isotropic and small
length scale error covariance structures. The Met Office FOAM system uses modelled Gaussian
error covariances with two length scales - one shorter length scale set to the first baroclinic
Rossby radius and one longer length scale of 400 km. These error covariances perform well with
the modern ocean data distribution. Such error covariance models are, however, inadequate for
historical data assimilation as say used for ocean reanalyses or decadal prediction systems. Due
to the historically inhomogeneous distribution of observations, using these error covariance leads
to large areas of the ocean not being corrected and any analysis produced is not likely to be a
globally realistic and consistent one.

The work presented here describes an enhancement to the variational data assimilation system
NEMOVAR to use 3D Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) error covariances. Using these EOFs
may allow the data assimilation to respect the global scale teleconnections in the ocean. The
system can be run in a hybrid of EOF and (standard) modelled covariances. Experiments are run
using modern day observations subsampled to historical distributions comparing the effectiveness
EOF DA, hybrid and standard DA and in particular how well information is spread to historically
unobserved locations. One set of experiments presented is an monthly objective analysis starting
from a monthly climatological background. Another set of experiments assesses the performance
of EOF DA in a FOAM type daily cycling DA system in the ¼ degree resolution global NEMO
model. The sensitivity of these results to EOFs generated from different datasets is also explored.

Ocean-wave coupled modelling at km-scale for the North West Shelf
Huw Lewis, Juan Castillo, Lucy Bricheno
Research has been conducted under the UK Environmental Prediction collaboration and as part of
the Copernicus Marine Service Evolution to develop and apply a fully coupled atmosphere-oceanwave modelling capability for the North West Shelf at km-scale resolution. This is based on the
UKC3 regional coupled prediction research system, encompassing the AMM15 NEMO ocean
model configuration, WAVEWATCH III wave model and Met Office Unified Model atmosphere,
coupled at hourly frequency using the OASIS3-MCT coupling libraries. This presentation will report
on the first results of coupled-mode ocean and wave simulations over multiple years, and of the
impact of full coupling to a high-resolution atmosphere component for specific months. We
consider the impact of model physics and system resolution choices on results, and discuss the
future evolution of coupled systems for delivering improved operational oceanography predictions
for end-users.

Filling the Mediterranean Sea in a multi-resolution model
Jian-Guo Li
The shallow water equations (SWEs) are discretized on a spherical multiple-cell (SMC) grid and
validated with classical tests, including steady zonal flow over flat or hill floor, Rossby-Haurwitz
wave and unstable zonal jet. The numerical schemes follow the conventional latitude-longitude
(lat-lon) grid ones at low latitudes but switch to a fixed-reference direction system to define vector
variables at high latitudes for reduction of polar curvature errors. Semi-implicit schemes are used
for both the Coriolis terms and the potential energy gradients. A C-grid mass-conserving
advection-diffusion scheme is used for the thickness variable and mixed A- and D-grid schemes
are applied on the momentum equation. The unstructured SMC grid also supports multiresolutions in mesh refinement style and an application in the Mediterranean Sea with a multiresolution (3-6-12-25 km) SMC grid is demonstrated in an ocean basin filling experiment. A
constant sea level is maintained at a few river mouths to provide an unlimited water source,
feeding into the empty Mediterranean Sea basin. A calm sea is reached when it is fully filled up.
This multi-resolution SMC grid SWEs model may be adapted for coastal flood, wind wave and
surge, tsunami, and other environmental applications.

Challenging vertical turbulence mixing schemes in a 3D shelf-sea model with highly
resolved observations
Maria V. Luneva, Sarah Wakelin , Jason T. Holt, Igor Kozlov , Matthew Palmer Matthew
Toberman
In 3d decadal timescale simulations (1996-2012), we assess sensitivity of NEMO-shelf model for
the North-West European shelf to the choice of stability functions in turbulence closure scheme.
To evaluate model skills to simulate vertical mixing and properties of pycnocline, we compare
simulations with 8 different closures with EN4 hydrology data on the decadal timescale, high
resolution SCANFISH data on the seasonal and regional scale and available measurements of
dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy. On the decadal timescale effects of the stability
functions on bottom and surface temperature could be as strong as effects of resolution,
comparing 7km and 1.5km resolution (Graham et al, 2017) or heat fluxes (O’Dea et al, 2017),
resulting in biases differences of 0.2-0.3°C. We gradate (classify) stability functions from more
diffusive (Canuto et al, 2001) to less diffusive (Kantha and Clayson, 1994, Galperin et al, 1988).
The skills of turbulence closures to simulate different pycnocline characteristics depend on
diffusiveness properties: low diffusive closures predicts better strength of pycnocline and bottom
temperatures, high diffusive models have smaller biases in pycnocline depth and heat content. All
closures simulated pycnocline depths too shallow, bottom temperatures are warmer compared
with observed, while shelf mean temperatures are negatively biased. The shallower simulated
pycnocline depth (lower diffusive case) correlates with the higher sea surface temperature biases
and stronger negative biases in heat content All closures have poor skills to reproduce observed
dissipation rate. The choice of turbulence closure strongly effects on the ecosystem behaviour,
shifting blooming peak by month, and regional differences in chlorophyll of 100%.

Assessment of the impact of SLSTR L2P Sea Surface Temperature data on OSTIA
Chongyuan Mao, Simon Good
The Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA) system was developed
at the Met Office and produces daily, globally complete, near real time (NRT) analyses on a 1/20
degree (~6 km) grid. The operational system was upgraded to use the NEMOVAR assimilation
scheme in February 2018. In this study, the impact of SLSTR L2P data is assessed in two preoperational OSTIA trials: one assimilates all available SLSTR data (+SLSTR_all) and one
assimilates only dual view SLSTR data (+SLSTR_dual). Global and regional statistics between the
analyses and independent Argo floats are used to examine the impact of SLSTR data. These
statistics are compared to those calculated from current operational OSTIA. The data quality of
SLSTR prior to the implementation of Bayesian cloud screening is high enough to be assimilated
in the operational OSTIA system, although SLSTR data have neutral impact in both trials with
+SLSTR_dual showing slightly better statistics. Further study involves investigating the possibility
of using SLSTR data as reference data in OSTIA system, once the data quality permits.

Assimilating satellite sea surface salinity data from SMOS, Aquarius and SMAP into the
global FOAM ocean forecasting system
Matt Martin, Rob King
The observing systems routinely assimilated in the global FOAM ocean forecasting system include
in situ and satellite sea surface temperature (SST) data, satellite altimeter sea level anomaly
(SLA) data, satellite sea-ice concentration (SIC) data, and in situ profiles of temperature and
salinity from various platforms. These data are assimilated using a 3DVar scheme based on the
NEMOVAR code with a one-day time-window. Observations of near-surface salinity are restricted
to those from in situ platforms, mainly from Argo profiles, which provide roughly one observation
per 3x3 degrees every 10 days.
Satellite sea surface salinity (SSS) data have been available since the launch of SMOS in 2009,
with Aquarius (available between 2011 and 2015) and SMAP (available since 2015) also providing
SSS data. Here we describe efforts to assimilate these different satellite SSS data in the latest
version of FOAM, with a focus on the impact of the SSS data during the 2015/16 El Nino. A set of
Observing System Experiments (OSEs) has been run for the period 1st January 2014 to 31st
March 2016 consisting of a control experiment which assimilates all the standard data-sets, and
various experiments which additionally assimilate the different satellite SSS data. The methods
used to quality control, assimilate and bias correct the satellite SSS data will be described. The
impact of the SSS data in the tropical Pacific is assessed by comparing the model’s salinity fields
against various assimilated and independent salinity data-sets, as well as investigating the impact
on other variables.

The ANChor project: Appraisal of Network Connectivity between North Sea subsea oil and
gas platforms
Dr. C. Gabriela Mayorga Adame, Dr. Jeff Polton, Dr. Lea-Anne Henry, Dr. Alan Fox, Dr. Joe
Ferris, Dr. Kate Gormley, Prof. Murray Roberts, Prof. David Corne.
Subsea oil and gas platforms across the North Sea introduced hard substrate to the seafloor
which has been colonized by hard-bottom marine organisms. The platforms now function as
artificial reefs. Whether the they work as a network, interconnected by pelagic larvae is not known.
As the North Sea enters the decommissioning era, it becomes crucial to understand how platform
removal will affect the overall structure and functioning of North Sea ecosystems. We use a biophysical modelling approach to study the dispersal and connectivity of meroplankton among
subsea platforms in order to evaluate whether the removal of decommissioned platforms will have
more than a local effect on the marine ecosystems of the North Sea. Particle tracking simulations
were done using LTRANS, an Individual Based Model capable of simulating planktonic larvae with
different life history characteristics (i.e. pelagic larval duration, depth preference, timing of
release), coupled to a high horizontal resolution (~1.8 km) ocean circulation model of the
Northwest European Shelf (NEMO AMM60).Our aim was to determine the temporal and spatial
scales at which the populations of benthic marine organisms established on the platforms are
linked through larval connectivity, and the sensitivity of regional networks to re-configuration.
Network analysis is applied to the results to investigate various decomissioning scenarios.
Regional differences in connectivity are expected due to the different oceanographic regimes in
the different regions of the North Sea and the geographical distribution of the platforms. Larval
characteristics, particularly PLD, are expected to drive differences in the connectivity patterns of
the different species modelled.

Initial results from a new biogeochemical reanalysis incorporating chlorophyll assimilation
Robert McEwan, Susan Kay, David Ford
Observations of biogeochemical variables are sparse and satellite measurements of chlorophyll
are limited to the surface and are dependent on cloud cover. Numerical models are valuable in
providing continuous temporal and spatial representation of chlorophyll, nutrient and
concentrations in the ocean. The Met Office is producing a new multi-year reanalysis of
biogeochemical variables in the European North West Shelf for the Copernicus Marine
Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS). Here we present initial results and compare them to
satellite products and in-situ observations and to the reanalysis currently available from CMEMS.
The reanalysis is being run using NEMO3.6(CO6) and ERSEM15.06 from January 1998 to
December 2016 producing daily and monthly outputs of a wide range of biogeochemical variables.
This will be the first Met Office reanalysis to assimilate ocean colour, with chlorophyll products
from the ESA Climate Change Initiative assimilated using a daily-cycling 3d-Var implementation of
NEMOVAR. We make comparisons between a free run and runs assimilating combinations of
temperature, salinity and chlorophyll data and validate against independent observations

15 day surge forecasting – is it feasible?
Clare O'Neill, Andy Saulter
Presently the Met Office runs the UK's operational storm surge forecasting system which includes
a 7-day ensemble forecast, forced by the Met Office's MOGREPS atmospheric ensemble. By
using the ECMWF's atmospheric ensemble there is potential to increase this to a 15-day forecast.
It would also greatly increase the available ensemble size, adding 51 members to the 36 from
MOGREPS, and allow forecasters to have access to a matching surge model during events where
the chief forecaster has assessed one of ECMWF's solutions as the “most likely” or “reasonable
worst case” scenarios.
As an initial feasibility study a number of runs have been conducted using archived ECMWF
ensemble forcing for five recent surge events (between December 2016 and January 2018). A
number of case studies will be shown, looking at performance over both short and long leadtimes,
and comparing with the existing operational surge model and against observations.
Results indicate that ECMWF-forced model generally produces a smaller surge than the
MOGREPS-forced models. In some cases this leads to a better forecast and in others it is worse.
The extension of leadtime from 7 to 15 days could potentially have given some additional warning
for two of the events, but the others did not show any clear sign of useful predictability at this time
scale.

Surface waves in a global climate model: sensitivities of wind patterns and water masses in
the Atlantic.
Tamzin Palmer, Juan Castillo, Andrew Saulter, Jonathan Edwards, Chris Harris, Pat Hyder,
Claudio Sanchez.
A 20 year climate run was carried out using the GC2 model. The atmosphere component of the
model was coupled to WAVEWATCH III via the Charnock parameter. Changes in the wind
patterns of the atmosphere model as result of the coupling had a significant feedback on the
Atlantic Ocean. The North Atlantic became fresher and cooler around the Gulf Stream, while the
South Atlantic became warmer and more saline. Changes in the seasonal mean wind speed of the
main storm track region occurred and there was some reduction in the storm track intensity.
Overall the ocean sensitive to the wave coupling via feedbacks from the atmosphere model as a
result to changes to the roughness length.

Relocatable storm surge forecasting for predicting extreme sea levels in coastal areas
Thomas Prime, Jason Holt, Jeff Polton, James Harke, Christine Sams, Jenny Brown, Kevin
Horsburgh, Simon Holgate
The marine environment represents a large and important resource for coastal communities
around the world. However, the marine environment also increasingly presents hazards that can
have a large negative impact on the community. One important marine hazard stems from storms
and their accompanying surges. This can lead to coastal flooding, particularly when surge and
astronomical high tides align, with resultant impacts ranging from destruction of property to saline
degradation of agricultural land and coastal erosion. Where tide and storm surge information are
provided and accessed in a timely, accurate and understandable way, the coastal community can
benefit by being able to take actions based on the prediction to reduce the impact of storm surge
events. Examples of actions include deploying flood prevention measures or mobilizing
emergency response teams. To be able to provide this type of tide and storm surge data in the
form of a forecast prediction at high spatial and temporal resolution requires a dynamic ocean
model.
The National Oceanography Centre maintains world class interdisciplinary oceanographic
research, with many research strengths. One of these strengths is shelf-sea, coastal and global
ocean models. Since the 1970’s NOC has provided the UK storm surge warning system, currently
run by the UK Met Office and fed into the Environment Agency early warning systems to warn
coastal communities. However, to set up such a model requires a lot of resources both in time and
cost. Being able to reduce this cost and be able to build storm surge models in new locations
quickly and easily that can feed into early warning systems would be very beneficial to coastal
communities that are vulnerable to storm surges but not located within the boundaries of an
existing operational storm surge model.
In addition to a numerical model, observations from the region being simulated are also important
to help build confidence and validate any numerical models that are used to feed into an early
warning system. To this end ingesting available data regarding sea level height provided from
various in-situ observations such as tide gauges and remote observations such as satellite
altimetry is very important to ensure any storm surge model provides useful predictions to the
coastal communities that will use it. This presentation will present our progress on a current
project to develop an information system for the Madagascan Met Office. The project, C-RISC,
being executed in partnership with Sea Level Research Ltd, is translating the current modelling
capability of NOC in storm surge forecasting and tidal prediction into a system that will provide
information that can be easily transferred to other regions and is scalable to include other hazard
types. The outcome, an operational high-resolution storm surge warning system that is easy to
relocate. It will directly benefit coastal communities, giving them information, they need to make
effective decisions before and during extreme sea level events such as storm surges."

Assisted cascading of shelf waters in the Black Sea
Shapiro, G.I., Wobus, F., Zatsepin, A.G., Akivis, T.M.
The semi-enclosed nature of the Black Sea together with its unique combination of an extensive
shelf area in the North West and the deep central part make it sensitive to natural variations of
fluxes, including the fluxes between the biologically productive shelf and predominantly anoxic
deep sea. Exchanges between the shelf and deep sea play an important role in forming the
balance of waters, nutrients and pollution within the coastal areas, and hence the level of humaninduced eutrophication of coastal waters (MSFD Descriptor 5).
In this study we analyse anew physical mechanisms of cascading of dense waters from the NW
Black Sea shelf into the deep sea using NEMO ocean circulation model. The model is configured
and optimized taking into account specific features of the Black Sea, and validated against in-situ
and satellite observations. The study uses NEMO-BLS24 numerical model which is based on the
NEMO codebase v3.2.1 with amendments introduced by the UK Met Office. The model has a
horizontal resolution of 1/24×1/24° and a multi-enveloped s-on-top-of-z vertical coordinate system
with a total of 33 layers. The lowest envelope is horizontal which generates geoptential (zcoordinate) levels below 150 m. The horizontal viscosity/diffusivity operator is rotated to reduce
the contamination of vertical diffusion/viscosity by large values of their horizontal counterparts.
Numerical experiments reveal the formation of dense water plumes which propagation into the
deep sea is assisted by the local mesoscale eddies. Using the model run for 2003 as an example,
we examine the fate of the tracer after 5.5 months of model integration. At 100m depth we identify
four anti-cyclonic eddies: two eddies west of the Crimea peninsula, one north of Sinop and one
west of Batumi. These eddies can be seen to assist cascading into the basin interior of cold waters
formed on a shallow NW shelf to a depth greater than at which they were originally formed. The
important result is that for many of the 24 studied years a significant proportion of dense shelf
water does not cascade locally off the NW shelf, but is transported by the Rim Current over
hundreds of kilometres before cascading into the deep basin in the southern and southeastern
Black Sea.

The assimilation of phytoplankton functional types for operational forecasting in the NorthWest European Shelf
Jozef Skakala, David Ford, Robert Brewin, Robert McEwan, Susan Kay, Benjamin Taylor, Lee de
Mora and Stefano Ciavatta
We focus on operational forecasting of biogeochemistry on the North-West European (NWE)
Shelf. We explicitly compare the 5 day forecasting skill of three runs of a physical-biogeochemical
model: a) a free reference run, b) a run with daily Data Assimilation (DA) of total surface
chlorophyll (ChlTot) and (c) a run with daily DA of surface chlorophyll split into phytoplankton
functional types (PFTs), taken from a recently developed satellite product. We show that within the
5 day forecasting period the PFTs DA substantially outperforms both ChlTot DA and the free run in
forecasting both PFTs chlorophyll and total chlorophyll. Furthermore the skill of ChlTot DA to
represent total chlorophyll degrades more rapidly with the forecasting day than the skill of PFTs
DA. This is because the ChlTot DA does not correctly split the assimilated total chlorophyll into the
four functional types used in the biogeochemical model, which are important variables for the
simulation of ecosystem dynamics. We validate our results with in situ data and we demonstrate
that (in both DA cases) the DA substantially improves the model representation of CO2 fugacity
(PFTs DA more than ChlTot DA), whereas on the representation of silicate the ChlTot DA has a
positive impact, while the PFTs DA has a negative impact. The reasons for this are explained in
the paper. The impact of DA on nitrate and phosphate is not significant.

Strategies for optimising operational decisions using probabilistic marine forecasts

Edward Steele, Robert Neal, Christopher Bunney, Nicolas Fournier, Philip Gill, Kenneth Mylne,
Paul Newell, and Andrew Saulter

Marine forecasts are essential to operational planning, with decisions able to be guided by a host
of different weather products spanning a period of days, weeks and even months ahead. The
correct selection and subsequent application of these different types of weather products has the
potential to save many thousands of dollars per day in operational downtime, however this is only
possible when the science underpinning these marine forecasts is properly understood by the
user. In the current economic context, this is especially relevant to the offshore industry - whose
use of forecasting technology is traditionally very conservative, and therefore whose planning is
often more reactive - allowing large savings (e.g. mobilization / demobilization costs) if robust
decisions are made as early as possible. Two methods for the interpretation of probabilistic data,
based on cost-loss and weather regime analysis, respectively, are described and applied to ocean
wave forecasting. It is suggested the selection of methods will be dependent on the timescales of
interest, with the cost-loss analysis optimized for supporting decisions at timescales on days to
weeks ahead and the weather regime analysis optimized for supporting decisions at timescales of
weeks to months ahead. The application of these methods are illustrated from the point of view of
a North Sea asset manager planning the mobilization of equipment / personnel under conditions of
calm weather, and the protection of equipment / personnel under conditions of severe weather.
For such a user, efficient operational planning will be best supported by the use of marine
forecasts across all such timescales, from days to months ahead. It is intended that this will
enable more informed decision-making, and help reduce operational costs, by promoting
increased confidence in longer-range forecasts than are typically used by the offshore oil & gas
and marine renewable energy sector.

The North West Shelf Monitoring Forecasting Centre (NWS MFC)

Marina Tonani, John Siddorn, Yuri Artioli, Jeremy Blackford, Nicolas P.R. Bruneau, Stefano
Ciavatta, James Clark, Stephan Dick, Inga Golbeck, Helen Hewitt, Jason Holt, Susan Kay, Robert
R King, Ina Lorkowski, Ray Mahdon, Jan Maksymczuk , Matthew Martin, Niall McConnell,
Christine Pequignet, Andrew Saulter, Jozef Skakala, Pete Sykes, Jonathan Tinker, Sarah Wakelin,
Richard Wood

The North West Shelf Monitoring Forecasting Centre (NWS MFC) is one of the regional centres for
marine monitoring and forecasting which make up the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring
Service. The NWS MFC provides a marine data capability for the North-West European Shelf area
covering the North Sea, the Irish Sea, the English Channel and waters immediately adjacent to
them.
Utilisation of marine data is the engine for “smart and sustainable growth” in the European Union.
The NWS MFC uses information from both satellite and in situ observations, combined with ocean
models established within operational production and service environments, to provide state-ofthe-art reanalyses, analyses and forecasts. NWS MFC data capability underpins a core
information service available to any user, with a focus on the four themes: Maritime Safety,
Coastal and Marine Environment, Marine Resources, and Weather, Seasonal Forecasting and
Climate activities. This is provided through systematic reference information about the physical
state and dynamics of the ocean, marine ecosystem, and surface waves.
These model-based products are available for the present (analysis), the future (forecast) and the
past 30 years (reanalysis) at a 7km resolution, with future products to be based upon 1.5 km
resolution systems. The product quality is assessed routinely, through comparisons with available
observations and other relevant state-of-the-art verification procedures.

The impacts of model resolution on the Celtic Sea ecosystem
Sarah Wakelin, Momme Butenschön, Yuri Artioli
Three-dimensional coupled hydrodynamic-ecosystem models are computationally expensive
especially for models with high (~km) spatial resolution. However, finer resolution models are able
to resolve more physical processes (eg. internal tides). Three coupled models extending over the
Celtic Sea and English Channel are used to investigate how increasing horizontal resolution (from
7km to 3km to 1.5km) changes the model physics and ecosystem. The 1.5km and 3km-resolution
models show finer spatial variations in hydrodynamics, leading to differences between models in
the location of mixing fronts and in the onset and duration of stratification. This influences the
nutrient supply to surface waters and changes the model net primary production: increasing
resolution increases net primary production in the open shelf region but decreases it along the
northern French coast. Phytoplankton community structure is also affected with potential
implications for food webs.

Variational bias correction of Sea Surface Temperature observations
James While, Matthew Martin
As generally formulated, data assimilation systems assume that observations are unbiased. In
reality observations of all types can contain significant systematic error. Focusing on Sea Surface
Temperature (SST) data from satellites, biases arise due to both measurement and processing
error, with a major source of bias coming from atmospheric contamination of the sea surface
signal received by the orbiting instrument. If unaccounted for, SST biases will propagate through
any data assimilation procedure and contaminate the analysis.
We have developed a Variational Bias Correction scheme (VarBC) for estimating observation bias
in satellite measured SST. In our case, VarBC has been implemented by updating the NEMOVAR
data assimilation framework so that it can estimate both an improved model state and SST biases
simultaneously. As a unique feature to our VarBC methodology, ‘observations-of-bias’ –
differences between biased and assumed unbiased observations – are used as an additional
constraint on the bias correction allowing for improved estimates of the bias.
We present results from applying our VarBC scheme in a realistic setting using the NEMO ocean
model and NEMOVAR data assimilation framework. The system is tested both for a period where
reference data are plentiful, and for a period with only sparse reference data. The system is
compared to the output of the Met Office’s current offline bias correction scheme. In these
experiments the bias correction was found to reduce SST biases in the model background relative
to the reference data. The impact on other model parameters and the mean analysis increments
are also discussed.

Storm surge forecasting: quantifying the errors arising from the double-counting of
radiational tides.
Jo Williams
Tide predictions based on tide-gauge observations are not just the astronomical tides, they also
contain radiational tides - periodic sea level changes due to atmospheric conditions and solar
forcing. For the UK surge forecast, the shelf model is run as tide-only, with astronomic forcing
alone; and tide-and-surge, forced additionally by surface winds and pressure. The difference is
taken to be the surge and added to the local harmonic predictions from gauges. This method
poses a problem of potential double-counting, of any weather component that occurs at the tidal
frequencies. We use the Global Tide and Surge Model based on Delft-FM to investigate this in the
UK and elsewhere, quantifying the weather-related tides that may be double-counted in
operational forecasts. We show that the global S2 atmospheric tide is captured by the tide-surge
model and quantify the extent to which the "Highest Astronomical Tide", which is derived from tide
predictions based on observations, may also contain weather-related components.

Developments in HF radar technology, applications and accuracy.
Lucy R Wyatt
HF radar surface current measurement is now a well-accepted technology and part of many
operational oceanography systems. Although the UK was involved from the early stages in this
technology there has not been the take-up seen elsewhere in the world most notably in the US
and, more recently, in the Far East where such data are being routinely used for model evaluation
and other applications. In addition to surface currents, simultaneous measurement of waves and
winds has also been demonstrated although these are still often regarded as experimental and
unreliable. This is in part because good quality wave measurement requires much higher quality
radar data which is not always available so some published results are rather noisy. This paper
will review the current state of the art in all these measurements and highlight some new
developments which have the potential to increase their availability and accuracy. The objective of
the paper is to raise awareness of the technology and its potential to support ocean prediction
efforts.
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